
Key Control for Fleet Managers

Brochure

vehicles, so you can save time by reducing the search for 

keys. This means that vehicles can be accessed by service 

personnel quickly, reducing costs and getting them back 

in operation sooner.

The master key to the Elante storage tube is a Title key. 

to a key cut. Title keys are cut by a proprietary machine 

and cannot be copied. The lid cover shields the Title lock 

mechanism from the elements.

The Elante key storage tube’s solid metal construction 

discreet key storage solution for multiple keys.

Provides quick access to all vehicles for:
Preventive maintenance

Mechanics and service technicians

Vendor/contractor access

Key control for multiple drivers

Emergency spare key

Elante® Key Storage Tube

Elante Key Storage Tube 
P/N 002127



Elante Plate Frame
The Hinged License Plate 

Frame accessory hides the 

Elante key storage tube for 

concealed access without 

drilling visible holes. Ideal for 

passenger cars and trucks.

800-547-0252

Easy installation in a variety of vehicle locations

technicians, the Elante key storage tube can be permanently 

installed in minutes, in a variety of vehicle locations. 

Complementing most vehicle designs, the Elante key storage 

tube’s white exterior matches many commercial and industrial 

The Elante key storage tube is easily installed on all types  

of vehicles including vans, trucks, carriers, boom trucks  

and buses.

3.44” O.D.

2.10” O.D.

Tube depth 4.45”

Permanently-mounted key storage tube keeps keys where you need them.

Supra delivers more  
KeyBox choices 

for an enormous variety of industry applications 

— utilities, phone companies, service providers, 

schools, government motor pools, and more. 

access vehicles without managing cumbersome 

key boards or bulky key rings. Best of all, our 

range of KeyBox products and styles to suit any 

Max Mechanical KeyBox
An alternative to the Elante key storage tube, the 

popular Max mechanical 

KeyBox is the perfect solution 

for a surface-mount KeyBox.  

Its unique one-piece construc-

tion and hinged lid provide 

durability and ease of use. 

storage tube, the
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